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It has been over 5 years since the last special sectio
polarization appeared inOptical Engineering. In the inter-
vening years, there has been tremendous progress a
strong resurgent interest in polarization in remote sens
phenomenology, and devices. Military applications ha
driven much of the interest in remote sensing and p
nomenology, while commercial interests, particularly
the area of telecommunications, have driven developm
of devices and new metrology capability. These requ
ments have demanded new instrumentation, new theo
and population of phenomenology databases. Tremend
capability in instrumentation has resulted over the last
cade due to cheaper and more capable opto-electro
and cheaper and far more powerful computing power. T
increased computing power has enabled the sophistic
data reduction and calibration that is required when m
ing polarimetric measurements. The new instrumentat
which has been used to better understand the phen
enology associated with light in nature and in optical s
tems, has enabled better understanding and experim
verification of theories and models.

This special section encompasses the breadth of po
ization. The 16 papers of the special section can
broadly grouped into four categories: instrumentatio
analysis, measurements, and instrumental polarizat
Six papers on instrumentation range from non-imag
spectral instruments to imaging instruments to polari
tion simulators covering the spectrum from the visible
the long wave infrared. Two papers refine polarizati
effects in instrumentation and describe instrumental po
ization analytically and experimentally. Five analytic
papers cover many areas of concern to people workin
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the area of polarization, particularly with regard to sc
tering theory, optimizing Mueller matrix measuremen
and noise effects in polarimetric systems. Finally, thr
papers cover measurements including detection, discr
nation, and phenomenology.

Interest in polarization continues to grow. Biannual p
larization conferences at SPIE have recently become
nual conferences. SPIE conferences on polarization n
include Vol. 891 held in 1988, Vol. 1166 in 1989, Vo
1317 in 1990, Vol. 1746 in 1992, and Vol. 2265 in 199
Recent conferences are documented in Vol. 3121~1997!,
Vol. 3754~1999!, Vol. 4133~2000!, and Vol. 4481~2001!.
Many of the papers in this special section are upda
versions of work documented in these proceedings.
SPIE-sponsored Polarization Technical Group was form
in 1999 and continues to grow with annual meetings
web site, and a discussion forum. Polarization has a
garnered interest in other conferences including IEE
OSA, and Military Sensing Symposia~MSS!.
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